This is not a test

How simulations and wargaming can
help you manage business risk and make
decisions in a complex environment
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Abstract: In the event of financial distress or failure, preparedness is critical to survival for large banks and financial
institutions. Living wills, or resolution and receivership plans, are intended to provide that level of preparedness; however
they often fail to account for unpredictable human behavior and organizational dynamics that factor into decision
making by leaders and employees during times of extreme pressure and demand. Simulations and war gaming can
be effective tools to help identify fatal gaps in preparedness planning, as they can provide clear, real-life testing and
learning to isolate desired behaviors and organizational weaknesses during a potential crisis.

For banks and other financial firms designated as systemically important financial institutions (SIFIs), the requirement that
they prepare Recovery and Resolution Plans (RRPs) represents a significant undertaking. Under recent legislation, along
with new rules by regulators, these institutions should create thorough plans that detail how they will handle severe
financial distress and possible failure.

While Recovery Plans describe how an institution could come back from the brink — specifying, for example, which
business lines, subsidiaries, or other assets it may need to sell to maintain sufficient capital and liquidity — resolution plans
detail appropriate courses of action when an institution has already passed the point of no return, and failure is imminent.
Such plans are intended to guide regulators as they take over and unwind the company to prevent harm to the larger
financial system.

Both recovery plans and resolution plans — mandated by the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection
Act of 2010 (the Dodd-Frank act) — require rigorous preparation. Each should be realistic and actionable and should be
updated to reflect the continually changing global business environment.

Imagine, for example, if your organization were to fail. Equity owners, creditors, depositors, and regulators each require
different actions and uphold different expectations. These requirements and expectations are more salient in today’s
global, struggling economy, forcing each organization to question what actions would likely be required should it stumble.
Does your business have the capacity to handle failure today?
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Challenges of the
current environment
The requirements set forth in the Dodd-Frank Act are
meant to serve two specific purposes:
• Force SIFIs to rigorously consider their inherent
challenges to achieving recovery and resolution and to
proactively address barriers to resolution
• Provide U.S. regulators — primarily the Federal Reserve
and the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation —
with the information needed to understand the SIFI’s
structure, operations, counterparty, and other risk
exposures to allow preparation of advance plans
and readiness
Recovery and Resolution Plans (RRPs) are required to
consider two types of major risks: (1) systemic, which
includes economic downturns or shocks to the marketplace
as a whole, and (2) idiosyncratic, which deals with injuries
to the institution itself, such as a series of damaging
business decisions or a rogue trader committing widespread
fraud. With such a broad range of potential scenarios and
unknowns, preparing effective RRPs can be daunting.

SIFIs may not fully appreciate or recognize the
interdependencies between the organizational operations
and the challenges they may present when executing an
RRP in the event of failure. For instance, the institution
might create a recovery plan that calls for selling off its
broker-dealer business, not realizing that a critical part
of the parent company’s IT infrastructure is embedded
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in the operation or that the broker-dealer serves critical
functions to the SIFI that could then require replacement.
Furthermore, jurisdictional issues can add an additional
layer of complexity. Foreign governments could make
it difficult for institutions to sell off operations in their
countries, or they would freeze troubled institutions’ assets,
as was the case with the Lehman Brothers bankruptcy.

Under the purview of the Dodd-Frank Act, non-bank
financial institutions face their own set of challenges.
Insurance companies, mutual funds, hedge funds, and
public manufacturing companies designated as systemically
important may encounter different issues than banks and
could find themselves in uncharted territory when they
create RRPs.

While plans require each organization to consider a host of
possible business scenarios, an RRP will only be actionable
if it fully considers an institution’s systemic approach to
a potential financial disaster. Each organization will have
to specify its business strategy going forward, such as the
markets in which it will compete and the products and
services it will offer. Creating actionable plans will also
require firms to determine how their business operations
(e.g., people, processes, and technologies) should be
separated and reconfigured to guide the post-failure
organization’s strategy.

Among the most important questions these banks and
nonbank financial institutions should ask is, how could a
proposed operating model and strategy play out during a
real financial crisis? The range of potential scenarios and
unknowns is broad. Fortunately, there are tools available
that can help firms not only prepare RRPs but also test
and strengthen them, keep them updated, and regularly
practice implementing the plans in the context of real-life
crisis scenarios. These modeling techniques are known as
simulations or war gaming.

While both methods may use an organization’s current
stress testing as an input to planning, simulations and war
gaming can help plan for factors that stress testing cannot.
A notice of proposed rulemaking (NPR) from January 2012
defines “stress test” as a process to assess the potential
impact of economic and financial conditions on the

consolidated earnings, losses, and capital of a bank over
a set planning horizon, taking into account the current
condition of the bank and its risks, exposures, strategies,
and activities. While stress testing can improve internal
assessments of capital requirements and overall capital
planning, it relies on computer modeling to gauge the
impact of various economic scenarios on the organization’s
balance sheet, capital ratios, and other financial metrics.
Although this type of quantitative analysis is useful, it
does not take into account qualitative factors, such as the
reactionary behaviors of leadership, a trader's actions, or
the reaction of shareholders, or the response of regulators
and other external parties. The flaw with the common
stress test is that it does not teach the core and specialized
skills required to execute an RRP.. Figure 1 below illustrates
the cumulative value of stress tests, simulations, and war
gaming scenarios.

Figure 1: Methods to Develop Effective Resolution and Recovery Plans
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Simulations and wargaming
add value across the organization
The methodologies of simulations and war gaming have
their origins in the military. For decades, U.S. military and
intelligence agencies have used simulations and war
gaming to assess and improve their preparedness for
conflict, combat, and other events that are not easily
predicted. Given the dynamic nature of banking and the
turbulence of today’s global financial markets, simulations
and war gaming can provide complex financial
organizations a tried and tested approach to tackle
unforeseen challenges.
While simulations and war gaming can help organizations
develop sound, credible RRPs — and update them
efficiently — their value extends far beyond the need to
respond to regulatory requirements. These methods can
help make routine policies and operating procedures more
transparent to leadership and bring subtleties to light,
bolstering your capacity to manage risk and ultimately
adopt a more sophisticated enterprise risk management
approach. While it is possible that the events of 2008 were
a once-in-a-lifetime failure, we've learned that issues exist
and banks still struggle with the internal controls required
to manage risk to the degree regulators now expect.
Simulations and war gaming guard against unknown risk
and emerging regulatory demands.

For example, using simulations and war gaming as part
of the RRP development process can guide corporate

Human behavior that took firms “out of the game”
during the financial crisis:
• Bad leadership choices that brought the
purchase of stocks to a halt
• Competing regulatory actions — domestic
and foreign — that impacted liquidity and
operations
• Mass exodus of staff who were critical to
attempt recovery
• Media frenzy that caused a run on deposits
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planning for mergers, acquisitions, and divestitures by
helping organizations understand the implications of
such business decisions. These methods also test ways an
organization might respond to macroeconomic changes and
required changes to current business models and plans.

As a multifaceted approach to testing an organization’s
response, simulations and war gaming are also used as a
tool for continual learning and development, supporting
the organization’s ability to transfer knowledge into
real-world applications in a highly effective and impactful
manner.. The team environment that these exercises
require can enable participants to not only act out multiple
scenarios but also to gain familiarity with individual roles
and how they connect with others within the entity to
execute critical decisions. Identified dependencies then
reveal those decisions that may set the organization’s
course in motion for recovery or failure.

Put simply, simulations and war gaming can help identify
current organizational weaknesses, anticipate future
challenges, avoid negative consequences, and bolster
preparedness and swift action under evolving conditions.
This level of preparedness may, in fact, be a highly
effective means of prevention as organizations gain a
full appreciation for how routine business decisions can
ultimately play out internally and systemically.

Understanding simulations
Simulations can allow participants to walk through stress
tests in real time and help assess other qualitative elements
of an RRP. Participants include RRP owners, representative
parties in the external environment, and a control
group. Together, participants experience both dynamic
and prescribed interactions throughout the exercise. A
simulation typically begins with a predetermined “start
state,” for which participants are provided a situational
description and are prompted to react. The start state
could take the form of a briefing memo or real-time
communication that can trigger a series of events to
unfold; also known as the scenario. As the scenario plays
out, participants are presented with a series of “injects,” or
additional situational developments and information that
may further complicate or shift the scenario and demand
reaction on the part of the participants. A series of injects
together forms a “move” that drives a decision cycle and
a final position for the participants to assess and discuss in
debrief sessions.

In a simulation, participants might, for example, try to sell
an asset to raise capital (in accordance with the recovery
plan) only to discover that there are no buyers because
of co-incident systemic tightening of liquidity. Another
scenario could involve responding to actions by regulators,
or by foreign governments, that make recovery even
more challenging. When participants engage in these
simulations, facilitators monitor whether participants are
following the plan or shooting from the hip. Responses to
a series of scenarios can bring to light important questions
about the plan’s credibility and the organization’s capacity
to execute.

Testing a recovery plan versus a resolution plan requires
drastically different start states and injects for a practicing

SIFI. The former typically involves a decision to restructure
or reorganize, whereas the latter tests the response to
a failure scenario in which restructuring is no longer a
possibility. Simulations can be tailored to the scenarios
inherent in each plan and can incorporate idiosyncratic or
systemic elements. Our experience has demonstrated that
simulations can and should be designed to afford end users
with the opportunity to pull multiple levers and adapt the
scenarios, which enables increased situational awareness
and operational readiness to face future challenges.

Exploring war gaming
War gaming is essentially advanced simulation. A war
game may begin with a similar start state, but, instead of
adding predetermined injects, relies on participants to play
out the scenario to the end. Injects are created dynamically
by the action that unfolds, and by the real-time decisions
of the participants. Often, war gaming elicits worst-case
scenarios to add further complexity to, and stress intent in,
the exercise.
This type of unscripted interaction tends to reveal the
flaws and insufficiencies in a plan, as well as drive out false
assumptions and optimism bias. Participants can even try
to actively break the plan — pushing its limits — in order
to identify weaknesses. The question then becomes how
to revise the plan to close identified gaps and stand up to
evolving environmental pressures.

The realistic way in which war gaming reveals problems
can help persuade participants to promptly explore and
agree on outcomes and objectives. Revealing the specific
activities or decision points that break the plan, war
gaming encourages the organization to further refine
and harden its plan, which enables a higher degree of
preparedness and advanced awareness.
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Creating the plan
Our iterative approach can help build situational awareness by preparing organizations with short-term approaches and by
filling gaps to move toward a Business-as-Usual (BAU) solution. As the iterative simulation approach is applied, uncertainty
and the tendency toward short-term risk management measures wane as operational readiness grows.
Figure 2: Deloitte’s Iterative Approach

Timing shown is for illustration purposes and will vary depending on the complexity of the simulation.

As used in this document, “Deloitte” means Deloitte Consulting LLP, a subsidiary of Deloitte LLP. Please see www.deloitte.com/us/about for a detailed description of
the legal structure of Deloitte LLP and its subsidiaries. Certain services may not be available to attest clients under the rules and regulations of public accounting.
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Strengthening the plan
Once an RRP has been developed, simulations and war
gaming can be used to refine and strengthen the plan,
initially and as conditions change. For example, if a SIFI
acquires a new broker-dealer operation, it can load
that detail into a simulation or war gaming scenario.
Additionally, there may be new external factors, such as
stresses in the mortgage market that should be considered.
In this way, the tools can be used to continually reshape
the plan and keep it relevant. Figure 3 identifies the high-

level process for using stress testing, simulations, and
war gaming in the development of an organization’s RRP.
Keep in mind that changing market conditions, regulatory
demands, and a downturn in an organization’s financial
situation may require revision and resubmission of the RRP.
Taking a late-stage RRP through simulation or war gaming
will reduce the number of uncertainties and associated
assumptions inherent in the plan, which increases the
collective confidence of the organization’s decision makers.

Figure 3: RRP Development Process

Practicing the plan
If a recovery or resolution plan is ultimately implemented,
an unpredictable — and arguably the most crucial —
variable will likely be human behavior. How will people
react in the heat of the moment? Will their judgment be
sound? Given the uncertainty surrounding implementation,
simulations and war gaming can provide decision makers
the opportunity to learn details of the RRP, understand
their and others’ roles, and make mistakes before it
counts. Regular practice will help improve the operational
readiness of leadership and critical staff in the event that
the potential for failure becomes real.

Leading practices
Over the years, we have learned that not all simulations
and war games are created equal. The following leading
practices can either make or break implementation of
simulations and war gaming.
• Engage leadership: Leadership across business
functions should participate in simulations and war
gaming to confirm the organization, as a whole, stands
accountable that the business is sound. Executive
sponsorship will be different for each organization,

but we have observed greater success when it is a
collaborative effort between top leaders like the CEO,
CFO, CRO, COO, CHRO, and business line leadership. In
the face of low-probability events that have far-reaching
impacts and growing uncertainty, leadership teams
should work together to manage enterprise risk.
• Prepare, to make it realistic:
The simulations and war gaming
development and execution team
should conduct research and analysis
to develop scenarios and injects
that are appropriate to test the
priority components of the RRP, in
order to engage stakeholders who
may be skeptical. Information to
consider: financial markets, drivers
and impacts of historical financial
crises, organization’s financial model,
performance metrics, organizational
structure, and supporting systems
and infrastructure (e.g., information
technology; funding dependencies).

Key outputs:
• Interim “firefight” readiness solution —
Immediate operational readiness plan
while the organization builds capabilities
over time to manage complex, risky
scenarios
• Operational gap analysis and
implementation roadmap — Summary
of organization’s operational gaps in
responding to managing complex, risky
scenarios, and the roadmap to building
full operational capability maturity
• Replicable, simulation-based plan —
Key documentation depicting scenario
assumptions, analysis, and project
tools/templates
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• Consider collaborating with regulators: Regulators are using
simulations to develop and test their operational plans for
unwinding firms, and they can also use the tools to evaluate
various organizations’ recovery and resolution plans. Another
critical advantage for regulators is that a proper simulations and
wargaming program can make clear how changes in a firm’s
RRP can affect the firm’s resolution strategies and corresponding
operational plans. As regulators increasingly use these methods, it
will become more important for regulated organizations to rely on
them as well, so that they may have a better chance of responding
to regulatory requirements. Banks and regulators should consider
participating in simulations and war gaming together to test their
individual plans with an even greater degree of realism. The two
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sides would likely retain their regulator/regulatee roles but could
work toward common goals — keeping the banks strong and
protecting the wider financial system. Presenting a unified approach
to reaching these goals can further the accountability of each party.
• Articulate the multifaceted value of the methods: Simulations
and war gaming can add short- and long-term value. These
methods can inform immediate operational restructuring and
strategic planning, later provide a learning approach that is dynamic
and engaging, and finally, help enable sharper enterprise risk
management practices. Consider engaging each of the internal
and external stakeholders required to make the exercises realistic
by emphasizing the value of simulations and war gaming that is
relevant to them.

• Remember what’s possible: Not only can simulations
and war gaming prepare an organization for failure
or recovery, these methods are also designed to equip
leadership and staff for reorganizing and restructuring in
response to strategic business decisions and emerging
regulation. For example, organizations that swap
over-the-counter derivatives should now react to the
Dodd-Frank Act by rethinking their business strategies
and supporting operations to remain competitive in the
face of mandatory reporting requirements, capital and
margin requirements, prohibitions on swap activities
by depository institutions, and greater public access to
swaps, transactions, and pricing information. A steady

state of practice in the planning stages can afford the
organization the opportunity to compare the impact
of decisions and trace business changes over time.

There are significant challenges to creating the “living wills”
that the government now expects from SIFIs. Simulations
and war gaming provide an alternative, targeted approach
to build, refine, and strengthen RRPs — while challenging
each organization to take a hard look at how its moving
parts stack up against unforeseen threats — serving as
a catalyst for improvement of risk management across
the enterprise.
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